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HYDROGEN AND STRONTIUM ISOTOPE RATIOS OF DEEP-SEA
- ROCKS FROM THE WESTERN.PACIFIC.
YosHIMAsu KURODAi, KENJI SHUT02, Kolcm TAZAKI3,
MAsAyulÅqI KOMATSU4, MAsANoRI• ISHIKAWA5,

' TETsuRo SUZUOKI6 and SADAd MATSU07
Abstract Water contents, and DIH and 87Sr186Sr ratiQs were me4surcd on the deep-sea
rocks obtained from the western Pacific during the 17th cruise of RIV "Dmitry Mendeleev", the investigation by International Working Group of the IGCP "Ophiolites'' in
1976• Values of D/H and water contents are fairly scattered, but 87Sr186Sr ratios are
distributed in a narrow range. No relationship among these values has been found.
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Geochemical and Petrographical information on igneous rocks from ocean floors has
been accumulated recently, but most of the
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information is for oceanic ridges and basins.
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There is little information for rocks from 3oO
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trenches, though their significance onvarious
problems in earth sciences has been recognized.
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Fortunately many specimens of igneous rocks

from trenches were obtained'by dredging

during the 17th cruise of R/V "Dmitry
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Mendeleev", the investigation by lnternational 2oe
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Working Group of the IGCP "Ophiolites"
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in'l976. We measured water contents, and
DIH,and 87Sr186Sr ratios of some of these
specimens; three basalts from the Parece
Vela basin, four basalts,from the Mariana
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trench, three andesites from the Palau trench
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Table 1. D/H and 87Sr/86Sr ratios of the deep- Note for Table 1.
sea rocks with the pertinent chemical Sampling sites are shown in Fig. 1 as the same

data. numbers
in this table.
1:St. 1,898, Parece-Vela Basin, E139010.2'-

H,o(wt2) 6D(el.) 8'sr/86Sr MgOl(FeO+Fe203)* N17oos.st to E140oll.1,-N17007.1, 5,600-5,300m,
1-l
Z-2
lr3
2
3•-1

3-2
3-3
4-1
4-2
4-3
5-1
5-2

o.8o -94•8 - O•86 aphyric basalts (1-1;D2-11, 1-2;D2-14, 1-3;

l.14 -sg.6 O•7035Å}3 1•28 D2-17), 2:St. 1,402-D2, Mariana trench off-

O.91 '90•3 O•7034Å}2 1•40 shore slope, E146056.3'-N13036.5' to E146059.4L
2.01 •-90.7 O.7037Å}2
O.83 5,600-5,400 m, aphyric basalt (D2-1la) ,
N13033.0',
1.00 -55.8O.7035Å}3
l.29
i.o7 --so.g o.7o4oÅ}2
2.22 3:St• 1,404, Mariana trench near shore slope,
i.o4 -7s.i o.7o37Å}3 i.4i E144021.2'--N12016.4' to E144o2o.3,-N12o16.2,,

3.67 -3g.2 o.7o32Å}2 1.gl 5,500-5,400m, basalts (3-1;Dl-5-8, 3-2;Dl-g,
4.72 -4o.3 ' o.7o36Å}3 3.3z 3-3;Dl-11a), 4:St. 1,423, Palau trench near
5.00 -43.4 o.7o32Å}2 1.gs shore slope, E134051.1'-N7e46.4' to E134050.7,l.og -44.8 O•7036Å}3 l•94 N7046.3', 6,700-6,250m, andesites (4-1;Dl-9b,
o.ss -45.3 O•7034Å}2 l.66 4-2;Dl-12, 4-3;Dl-14),5: St. 1,427, Yap trench

6

O•78 -78•7 O•7034Å}2 " near shore slope, E137052.9'-N8625.4' to'E137052.3'

7--1

1.90 -44.1 O.7037Å}2-N8052.9',
2.36 8,200-7,650m, gabbros (5-1 ;Dl-7,
O.28-72.s
--74.8
- 2.32
O•54
o.7o33Å}2
2.23 5ny2;Dl-12),6:St• 1,430, Yap trench near shore

7-2
7--3

u.gs -sg.s - - slope, E138033.6'-N9036.0, to E13so3s.or-Ngo36.st,

8-l
8-2

12.64 -s6.6 - - 7,600-7,250m, basalt, 7:St. 1,440, Yap trench

O.83 --7s.s o.7o37Å}2 2.2s off shore slope, E138035.0'-N9034.9' to E13803s.6,-

9

N9034.8', 6,100-5,800 m, basalts, (7-1 ; Dl-TKOI,

- - O.7034Å}2 --7-2;Dl-TK08, 7-3;Dl-8), 8:St. 1,431, Yap
- O.7033Å}1
•- ncar shore slope, E138030.6r-Ngo3g.2i to
l2 - --o.7o3sÅ}3
- trench
U-l

11--2

13 - - o,7o36Å}2 - E138029•4LN9039.1', 7,500-7,100 m, serpentine(Dl
-2-3. 8-1;inner 'part, 8-2;peripheral part),9:

* mole ratio (calculated from the analyses by st. 1,437, off shore slope of Yap-Marianajunction,

SuGlsAKI (KOMATSu, TAZAKI & SUGISAKI E139002.5i-NllO04.8, to E139001.5,-NllO02.7t, '

in preparation)). 7,400-7,OOOm, basalt (Dl-4), 11:Sarigan Isle,
andesites (11-1 ; Sg Ol, 11-2 ; Sg 03), 12 : Pagan

In addition, 87Sr186Sr ratios ofthreeandesiteS Isle basalt A OI 13•Anatahan Isle andesite

, (g ), • ,

from the Isle of Sarigan and the Isle of (Ano4).
Anatahan, and ofa basalt from the Isle of s7Sr/s6Sr ratio ofAimer&AmendSrCO,standard

Pagan were also measured. reagent Was O.7081Å}O.OO02 in average, and s7Srl
NiNre started this study with the expectation 86Sr values in the table were subtracted ones from

that there should be some relationship between values measured.

87Sr186Sr, DIH and water content of rocks.
Based on the relationship, we may add certain Those for 87Sr186Sr ratio were aiso presented
information on the origin of trench igneous previously (SHuTo, 1974).

rocks. Against our expectation, the results Results of analyses are presented in Table
'
are not so prolnissing
as seen later. However, 1. Although the precise ages ofthese igneous
we venture to present this paper, because we rocks are not distinct, they would be younger

believe it supplies some parameters which than the Miocene'NvEocene, juding from the
may be usefu1 to elucidate the origin of trench ages ofsediments associated with them, which

igneous rocks after combining with other containedsomefossils(INTERN.WoRiÅq.GRoup.

information. ' IGCP, 1977). Therefore, 87Sr186Sr ratios
Resultsand(liscussion I.:nle.t?.2\rerdatlh.oesr,etahroeugfiObxglydiderynoctlosl21goasi?g

The technique and accuracy of extraction the contents of Rb and Sr. Since the volcanic

of water from bulk rocks and measurement rocks from the Isles of Sarigan, Anatahan
of its conterit and D/H ratio were already and Pagan on the Mariana ridge are of the
described elsewhere (KuRoDA et al., l974). 9uaternary (IsmKAwA & EGAwA, 1977), the
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87Sr/86Sr ratios measured are certainly the it is expected that both 87Sr!86Sr and D/H
representative of the initial ratios. ratios should become higher with the increase
The range of 87Sr/S6Sr ratios of these rocks of water content, because 87Sr!86Sr and DIH
is very narrow, viz., O.7032 to O.7040, but ratios of sea water are higher than those of
that of SD values is rather wide, viz., -40 fresh basalts, SATAKE and MATsuDA (in preto -95%o. Water contents bf basalts are also paration) found a linear relationship between
variable from O.28 to 5.000/o. Water content water content and 87Sr186Sr. ratios for basalts
of a serpentinite is reasonable. There is no from the Mid-Atlantic ridge, indicating that
regular correlation between water content and 87Sr186Sr ratios were increased along with the

D!H ratio (Fig. 2År, and also no relation formation of chlorite. Their conclusion was
between water content and 87Sr!86Sr (Fig. 3). supported by the Dl}I measurement of the
Among the specimens even with water content bulk water, In our case, 87Sr186Sr ratios are
less than20/,, SD values are widely,.scattered. distributed in a narrow range as cornpared

Provided that the increase inwatercontent with that found by SATAKE and MATsuDA,
ofthe rocks is due to alteration by sea water, though water content and DIH ratio vary
widely. It can not be considered that the

sDe!ee rocks have been subjected to the influence of
sea water, The rocks with SD higher than

-30

4.i im60%e can be the product after the inter-

O 4o'24.s action of fresh rocks with sea water, because

-40

. os'i o7-i O SD of thejuvenile water in the mantle would

5'2

be lower than -909ee according to KuRoDA
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known, the amount of water picked up during

7.3 rock-sea water interaction is impossible to
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87Sr/86Sr of basalts and gabbros. Numbers are the same as those in Table 1.
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be estimated. chemical composition, especially Xp. (ferrous
The relationship between SD and MgOl iroh ratio in octahedral position), as demon-

(FeO+Fe20,) of these rocks is shown in strated by SuzuoKi & EpsTEiN (1976) 'and
'Fig. 4. There is a correlation between them. KuRoDA et al. (l976).

It has been known that 6D values of mica, Water content and DIH ratio of the seramphibole, chlorite etc. depend on their pentinite (No.8'in Table l) are reasonable
values. It is also reasonable that the inner

s part (8-1) shows slightly lower water content
6eo7oi2 and lower 6D value than the peripheral
4
. ' i part. The peripheral part may have some2
what interacted with sea water.
4 ., The 87Sr186Sr ratios of rocks from the East
2 l , 2 Pacific rise, the western Pacific basin and the
'i : : island arcs in the western Pacific are distin-

2U-L,-3 guishable as seen in Fig. 5. The ratios of
iL4 ,08.kg,g,rOil.l.9he,,i"[.Z'ia,",gr,Y,aP.,.an,d,,,:..a.iec

` i• , higher than those of the tholeiitic basalts

2 ,,, I, l, , from the East Pacific rise (No. 1). On the
other hand, the ratios of basalts from the

2L6 palau Isles and the Mariana• basin (Nos• 6)
iL7 iL,,}ze,,,2imi.ias.go..,$fi?•g,3,rfi,M.,t,h8,•,,E.ZS6

2L8 arcs such as the Izu-Bonin
arc and the
g",a.g,r2g.ZXge.ei•.gO:h,Z.Pee,:,lme'.gi2d,
10

are similar to the rocks from the trenches
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